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44 RETAIL SPOTLIGHT
INDIAN HOMEWARE &
FURNISHING SEGMENT GETS
A FACE-LIFT
The consumer is changing.
Urbanisation is on the rise and
individuals are evolving, adapting
to a modern way of living. A rise in
disposable incomes means people
are looking at a smarter way of
living.

MY THOUGHTS

THE FASHION
MARKET IS
CHANGING AND
CHANGING VERY FAST
– By IMAGES Retail Bureau

Rachna Aggarwal
Sirdeshmukh, CEO, Future
Lifestyle Fashion, is an MBA
from IIM, Ahmedabad. She
started her career with
Coats Viyella Plc. During
her stint at the iconic
Madura Garments, she
worked on Van Heusen and
then launched Allen Solly
in 1993, where she was
instrumental in introducing
the revolutionary ‘Friday
Dressing’ concept to
the country. In 1999
Rachna, along with her
colleagues, promoted a VC
funded brand-marketing
company, Indus-League
Clothing Limited (ILCL). In
2005, the company was
acquired by the Future
Group, and Rachna
subsequently took over as
the CEO. She continues to
lead the brand business of
Future Lifestyle Fashions
and her brand portfolio
includes diverse apparel
brands such as Scullers,
Indigo Nation, Jealous
21, Bare, Rig, UMM, John
Miller, Urban Yoga, Urbana,
Lombard, Privilege Club,
Mother Earth, Giovani and
Converse.
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Working in the fashion industry is exciting
I joined the fashion Industry in the bygone days when sales
staff stood behind counters and opened shirt boxes for men
to select from! And, even though the world has changed
since then, every day is still a new day in fashion! It is this
excitement that keeps me here. The fashion industry is
as much about trend and data analysis, as about gut and
instinct. It is about exciting the young girl with the latest in
fashion as much as about improving the core white shirt for
the corporate executive. It is as much about conversations
between fabric and colour, as about EBITDA and ROCE. In
fact, all that chaos and creativity does is that they make for
Just Another Day in Paradise for me! Personally, I consider
myself lucky to be involved with a portfolio of brands as rich
and diverse as Scullers, Jealous 21, Converse, Indigo Nation,
Rig, Giovani, etc., wherein each has a unique attitude and
brand experience to offer.

Paradigm shift from a seller to buyer led market
The fashion market is changing and changing very fast. The
consumer is now at the centre of the whirlpool – it’s her
interaction with different brands and her experiences that
define how we operate and how business is being done. Her
world is her screen and all the information she consumes
flows on this screen. Her No. 1 source of information of

TECHNOLOGY

RETAILERS EYE
PERSONALISED
IOT TO IMPROVE
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
– By Charu Lamba

Retailers in the Asia-Pacific region are fast adopting
Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence and
automation strategies to boost growth. They are moving
from brick-and-mortar stores to online channels, leading
to synergies between the physical and online platforms.
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W

ith technological supremacy
being built on the foundation
of connectivity, Bosch has been
developing local solutions that
specifically cater to the needs of
the Indian customer.
According to a report, the Indian Internet of Things
(IoT) market is expected to grow to US $15 billion with 2.7
billion units by 2020 from the current US $5.6 billion and
200 million connected units.
Taking a note of the situation, Bosch India is also
driving the transition to the IoT era by drawing on its
innovations. With technological supremacy being built
on the foundation of connectivity, Bosch has been
developing local solutions that specifically cater to the
needs of the Indian customer.
Elaborating on the same, Head IoT Business, Bosch
India, Uday Prabhu told Indiaretailing Bureau, “Our focus
predominantly is looking at solutions which are related
to personalisation. Personalisation topics are related to
the revenue side of retail. For example: How can I provide
the right product at right price to the loyal customers or
how can I help them find the right product in the store or
how can I target the right people for advertisements? So
personalised IoT is one of our key solutions.”

COVER STORY

DIGITAL
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THE MISSING
LINK BETWEEN
YOU AND YOUR
CUSTOMERS
– By Sheetal Choksi & Sharmila Cirvante,
Co-Founders, Word Hatter
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It’s no hidden fact. Despite all efforts, the retail
industry constantly struggles to keep pace
with what exactly it is that their consumers
want. Expectations are temperamental and
becoming increasingly difficult to live up to.

O

ne conceivable way that can help retailers
bridge the gap is by being in a constant state
of dialogue with consumers. Fortunately, we
live in a world where technology can bring
the impossible to life. The world of digital
has created conversations between retailers,
mall managers and consumers. While traditional media like
print and television may still dominate the media landscape,
digital marketing is now beginning to bite off a significant
piece of the annual budget. Younger audiences seeking more
value, engagement and entertainment from their shopping
experience are ensuring that retailers run at their pace of
digital adoption. If that weren’t enough, digital marketing is

COVER STORY

an endless evolving discipline. Not only should retailers learn
how to engage their audiences, they also need to better the
engagement and keep bettering it, every time.

Indian retailers are leveraging this space for multiple
objectives; from creating awareness of new collections, to
creating engagement via contests, to generating customer
testimonials.
Neha Shah, Head-Marketing, Pepe Jeans, says, “We create style
guides to show visitors across social media platforms how to
incorporate items into their everyday life. This helps in creating
awareness of collections season on season.”
It comes as no surprise that Facebook is the preferred choice.
Whether it is to create constant engagement through contests, or
to ensure that consumers can locate stores (especially for a predominant offline retailer like Toons Retail), or build preference
through testimonials, retailers are leveraging the popularity of
Facebook to their advantage.
Crocs India leverages Facebook to research prospective
buyers and improve targeting the right consumers. Continuous
analytics helps fine tune target audiences, resulting in more
relevant communication rather than carpet bombing.

DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGIES:
The 5 Proven Ones

We asked 13 Marketing Heads across retail brands and malls to
give us their Top 5 digital marketing strategies. The answers were
varied. Each brand devises its own strategy basis the category,
the consumer, and their own objectives. Yet, some factors
remain common. Each of the Marketing Heads is looking for
ways and means to stay relevant and engaged. Here are some
of the key strategies they employ to stay connected, educate,
inform and influence choice.

1. SOCIAL MEDIA:
Every retailer has a social media presence whether with an
active strategy or without. Consumers constantly communicate
to brands through social media. They review and recommend
products, advising for or against them, or even complain about
them.
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MEET THE MARKETING HEADS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THIS STUDY

PUNEET VARMA
Associate Vice President - Marketing and Corporate Communication,
Inorbit Malls (India) Pvt. Ltd.
As Head of Corporate Communication at Inorbit Malls, Puneet is responsible for spearheading
marketing strategy, brand communication and campaigns for Inorbit malls. Apart from
strategizing, he is actively involved in implementing innovative marketing ideas to create memorable
shopping experiences for shoppers, not just through brick and mortar but also through social and
digital mediums. In this position, he leads the communication and brand management teams at all
locations (Malad, Vashi, Bangalore, Hyderabad and Vadodara).

K AU S H I K TAN N A
Head Marketing, Toonz Retail Pvt. Ltd.
Marketing and Branding professional with 15+ years of experience with diversified hands on
experience in Entrepreneurship, Retail Marketing and Branding, ATL & BTL planning - execution,
Digital - Social media, E-commerce, Omni-Commerce, Digital- Social Media, Corporate & Enterprise
Business Solutions. Avid new technology explorer and learner.

NISHANK JOSHI
CMO, Nexus Malls
With over a decade of experience working in retail and mall marketing, Nishank has had the
privilege of having launched 7 malls across India and having relaunched 3 others across India. He
believes digital is the next bastion for Media marketers in the world and aims to serve as a catalyst to
echo these sentiments across platforms, by promoting new trends.

S M I TA M U RAR K A
Head-Marketing, Amante, MAS Brands India
A Retail Professional and Image Consultant with over a decade of work experience across
international brands like Lifestyle, Splash, Bossini, Louis Philippe, Allen Solly, Kappa and many
more. Having worked across portfolios of Buying, Sales, operations and Marketing, Smita has a deep
understanding of the consumer and their fashion needs. Currently, she heads marketing at Amanté, an
international lingerie brand.

JERMINA MENON
Head Marketing, Reliance Vision Express Pvt. Ltd.
With over 2 decades of marketing experience, Jermina currently heads Marketing for Reliance
Retail Ltd. (Vision Express), one of India’s leading optical chains, with a network of over 160 stores
across 30 cities. Her primary responsibility is to drive footfalls to the stores and thus drive sales for the
organisation.
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IN CONVERSATION

THERE IS AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR
ONLINE AND BRICKAND-MORTAR SETUPS TO LEVERAGE
EACH OTHER’S
STRENGTHS
– By Shubhra Saini

CaratLane started its journey as India’s first
online jeweller but today, with multiple stores
and Try@Home, they have emerged as an
Omnichannel jeweller that stays abreast
with the evolving tastes and preferences
of consumers. Talking in detail about the
expansion strategy of the brand, Atul SinhaSenior Vice President, Offline Marketing,
CaratLane divulges the brand’s roadmap for
future…

How do you see the present jewellery market in India in terms Are there any unique initiatives that you have taken online
of size and growth potential? Where do you see it heading in
(regarding social media, e-commerce, etc.)? How are you
the next five years?
leveraging the online space to boost your revenues and
customer connect?
The jewellery market is huge in India, but with problems that
are ripe for disruption. And I am proud to say CaratLane has
been a mega disruptor - we are changing the way jewellery is
manufactured, sold and bought in India. We are innovating
across all dimensions with boldness; solving problems like
manufacturer-retailer connect, personalisation, shopping
experience, lack of transparency etc.

Give us insights about the brand’s approach towards
Omnichannel retailing?
We follow an Omnichannel strategy for all our functions
- marketing, merchandising, supply chain and customer
service. We make sure that our customers feel part of the same
ecosystem regardless of the medium they are interacting with
us with. Our products, prices, promotions, language, tonality,
identity remains constant across channels.
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CaratLane believes in experiencing jewellery in innovative
and convenient ways. Technology and innovation have better
equipped online jewellers in their battle against physical retail
players. Our brand is now associated with various design
innovations around social and cultural motifs and contemporary
style. We take a 360-degree approach in our marketing plans as
we see ourselves as an Omnichannel jewellery brand. We have
four sales channels that we continuously improve upon: Online,
Mobile, Retail Stores and Try-@-Home. Apart from this, we are
constantly exploring other new-age channels.
One of our app - Perfect look app / ‘Magic Mirror’, gives
customers another innovative way to virtually trying on earrings
in three dimension (3D). All a customer needs is to pose in three
different angles and our customised software will stitch the
customer’s photograph with the earring and provide a 180-degree

RETAIL SPOTLIGHT

INDIAN
HOMEWARE &
FURNISHING
SEGMENT GETS
A FACE-LIFT
– By Shubhra Saini

Product by Vajor

The consumer is changing. Urbanisation is on the rise
and individuals are evolving, adapting to a modern way
of living. A rise in disposable incomes means people are
looking at a smarter way of living. They want beautiful
homes with bold designs, and innovative technology
coupled with smooth functionality to be installed in
these homes. The structure may still be passed down
from generation to generation, but the interiors, décor
and gadgets have all changed. The lifestyle habits of
Indians have shifted from minimalistic and utility based
to diverse and progressive...
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T

he boom in
the residential
real estate
industry over
the last few
decades has
given an impetus to the
home décor market. Also
driving the growth of this
section is an increased
consciousness among home
owners for stylish interiors
and beautiful indoors.
Traditionally, the Indian
consumer’s focus on fancy
furniture and furnishings
was restricted to the living
room – a room where guests
were entertained. However,
growing aspirations and
incomes have changed
spending patterns and these
changes are spilling over into
other living areas, including
the kitchen, the dining room

and even the very personal
bedroom.
Says Urban Ladder’s Chief
Marketing Officer, Sanjay
Gupta “One of the factors
that has contributed to this
growth is that people have
started taking their home as
the reflection of themselves
and so, a lot of people are
now spending more on both
furniture and fixtures and
also on home decor. The
second big change seen is that
working women are spending
a lot on home fashion. A lot
of our customers are working
women.”
A space crunch – with
homes growing smaller and
the population exploding
– has dictated a surge in
demand for space-conscious
goods. Multifunctional
homewares are growing in

popularity to offer added
convenience, and make
far better use of available
household space.

Trends Driving the
Homeware, Decor &
Furnishing Segments
The homeware, decor and
furnishing market in India
has witnessed phenomenal
growth, particularly in the
last 10 years. Despite this, the
sector is in nascent stages
in India as compared with
developed countries.
However, if brands
understand customer
requirements and offer them
what they want, organised
home furnishing retail has the
opportunity of a dream run.
This sector’s growth has been
driven by socio-economic
changes, a large base of

INTERNATIONAL RETAILER

The
science
behind
the art of
delighting

‘little’
customers
– By Shubhra Saini

Founded in 1946 by Sir Pietro Catelli in Italy,
Artsana was once a small family concern
which has now become a multinational Group
operating all around the world in over 115
different countries. Artsana Group operates
into two main business areas: Baby Care and
HealthCare. Chicco, the flagship brand of
Artsana is a cross category master brand on
the world baby care market,
leader for baby products in
the 0 to 36-month range. In
an extensive interaction
with IMAGES Retail,
Rajesh Vohra, CEO,
Chicco India, talks about
the business proposition
and future prospects of
the brand in the country.
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The total turnover of the company and growth rate over the
past few years:
The consolidated global turnover of Artsana Group was €1.42 million
in 2015 and has been only growing over the years. The group’s India
operations started in 2010. Over the past 6 years, Chicco has been able
to make its mark in the Indian baby care market significantly and has
been growing at a CAGR of above 35 percent since then.

Market Share:
Chicco offers a wide and distinctive range of baby care products related
to nursing, cosmetics, toys, travel (strollers, highchairs, car safety seats)
and infant fashion. The entire product range adheres to the highest
international standards of quality and safety. We operate in multiple
categories and our share varies as per the category. Unfortunately, for
most of these categories, organised industry data is not available.
At an overall level, now we are a strong reference brand in the
country, growing faster than the category and gaining market share
across board. We aim to be the leading brand across categories in the
next five years.

